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- High level trigger physics algorithm development:
- L2 b-tagging (IP probability and Secondary Vertex)
- L2 missing ET and missing HT.

- Jet-Vertex association algorithm development:
- Identification of soft jets from pile up events.

- Improving jet energy resolution using tracks:
- Jet energy corrections based on the fraction of charged track 
  transverse energy in jets.

- MET significance:
- Likelihood to reject events with large fake transverse energy
  from instrumental and resolution effects.

- Physics analysis plans

Current SLAC Physics Projects (I)
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IP Chi-Square Probability L2 b-Tagging

Positive IP
track

Negative IP
track

Tag b-quarks based on the Impact
parameter of tracks pointing to jets

Fake displaced tracks from light jets
have a symmetric distribution of IP
around 0 (due to resolution), whereas 
tracks from b-jets will have a positive tail

Use the negative side of the IP distribution
to compute a track and jet IP chi-square 
probability: probability for a track (jet) to
originate from the primary vertex.

Method originally developed in ALEPH, and used by Dzero and CDF.

Keys: 1- Good angular resolution of tracks and jets (to determine sign)
     2- Good IP resolution (L2 tracking and primary vertex)

(A. Schwartzman)
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L1 jet phi resolution

Even 2-track TrackJets provide a factor 
of 2 better angular resolution than RoIs

New improved L2 primary vertex algorithm
Introduce Track-Jets at L2 to reconstruct the
 jet  direction and improve L1 phi resolution 

L2 b-tag Improvements
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Jet Chi-Square Probability Algorithm

Significant spike at 0 for negative IP tracks in b-jets:
probably due to sign misidentification.

P jet s = x∑ j=0

N−1 −log j

j !

=∏1

N
P trk
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Fast secondary vertex pattern 
recognition algorithm:
 - Correlation between track dca and vertex decay 
   length.
 - Tracks from primary vertices have dca ~ 0
 - Tracks from secondary vertices:
 

dca
l SV

trk

Technique originally developed by CDF

L2 Fast Secondary Vertex b-tagger

dca=L sin trk−SV ~Ltrk−SV 

(A. Schwartzman)
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Light quark Rejection vs. b-tag Efficiency

SV algorithm rejects 
2.5 times more light 
jets than IP-Chi2
(50% efficiency)
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Missing ET Trigger Algorithms
(Ignacio Aracena)

Current ATLAS implementation:
Level 1: Sum over L1 trigger towers. 
Level 2: Use L1 result and add muon corrections
Event Filter: Based on full calorimeter cell 

information, and dead material corrections

New ideas:
- Use L2 jets to compute 
- Similar to DZero mHT trigger.
- Compute MET based on partial sums over calorimeter cells 
  (FEB-based approach)
- Reduced amount of calorimeter data needs to be accessed. 
- Speeds up the execution time of the algorithm by a factor of 4.

mH T=∣∑ jets
pT∣
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Technique originally developed at DZero, implemented in ATLAS by 
Stanford University graduate student David Miller.

Improving Jet Reconstruction at High 
Luminosities (Jet-Vertex Association)

Algorithm:

- Select tracks matched to vertices and jets:
- For each jet, calculate the fraction of track 
   energy associated to each vertex:

associate jet j to the vertex i for which CPF(jet
j 
, vtx

i
) is maximum.

CPF is the charged particle energy fraction of jet j from vertex i.

CPF  jet j , vtxi=∑trk
pT

track  jet j , vtxi/∑i∑trk
pT

track  jet j , vtxi

CPF(vtx1) = 0
CPF(vtx2) = 1

z
vtx 2vtx 1

CPF(vtx1) = f
CPF(vtx2) = 1-f

Identify and reject extra soft jets associated to
additional minimum bias interactions. Crucial
at the high LHC luminosities.
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Correct differences in response of jets with different charged particle
content (ftrk) and topology.
Significant energy scale dependence at low ET (<150 GeV)
Most of the energy shift comes from ftrk>0.5.

REcal , Etrk = p0 ftrk 1−exp[ p1 ftrk  p2 ftrk  Et ] pi ftrk =a ibi ftrk

Improving Jet Energy Resolution 
Using Tracks (A. Schwartzman)
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Track+Jet Energy Resolution 
Improvement

Jet Resolution is improves because jets with with different charged fraction 
are corrected to the same energy scale, reducing the overall width.
Almost 20% relative improvement at 50 GeV.
Currently working on a 2D approach: fraction of leading track pT 
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Ideal detector: non-zero value of MET indicates the presence of 
non-interacting particles. However, experimental effects can mimic large 
MET in an event  that has none.
Evaluate how likely the measured MET of an event is due to a resolution 
fluctuation, taking into account the particular topology of the measured 
physics objects.

MET Significance

Technique developed in DZero (Run1), by Bruce Knuteson and Mark Strovink (LBNL)

(A. Schwartzman)
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Angular Correlations in QCD Events

Large contribution of high METsig events 
from QCD heavy flavor: high pt neutrino from 
semileptonic b/c decay in one of the jets)

0.7 Calorimeter Cone Jets
ETmiss
--- 0.7 Track Cone Jets. 

QCD heavy 
flavor event

Requiring large                           minMET , jet 
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Top Cross Section and Probing SUSY in the MET + b-jets channel: (A.S)
- MET and multiple jets is the signature of many SUSY models.

- Select top events by requiring a high energetic neutrino (and
   veto the lepton requirement)
- Sensitive to W decays to all three lepton types. In particular taus.
- Orthogonal data sample which can be combined with the more 
  standard Top decay channel analyses. 

- Exploit the use of tracks to improve ID and resolution, and new
  techniques (MET significance, b-tag and mHT triggers)

Extend this analysis to bbA (bbbb): (Su Dong, Rainer Bartoldus)
b-tag trigger becomes crucial.

SUSY searches (Claus Horn, Ignacio Aracena)

Physics Analysis Plans (I)
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Top in the Tau channel:  (Sarah Demers)
Tau signatures are predicted by many new physics models: 
Higgs, SUSY, extra dimensions.

It may be difficult in the LHC environment to trigger on W->tau nu 
and Z -> tau tau. 

Investigate the possibility of using ttbar with one of the Ws decaying 
to a hadronic tau for understanding tau ID.

The ttbar cross section increases by a factor of 100 with respect to 
the Tevatron.
Expect ~250 signal events in this channel (after selection cuts) in 
100 pb-1.
Can significantly improve S/B with respect to Tevatron, by requiring 
b-tagging.

Physics Analysis Plans (II)
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Summary of SLAC ATLAS Physics (I)
- High level trigger physics algorithms:

- New missing HT trigger under development.  
- b-tagging: robust IP tagging (data-driven calibration) and new 
  secondary vertexing algorithm. Crucial for detecting new physics 
  signatures involving multiple b-jets.

- Development of new techniques to improve particle ID:
- Use of tracks to improve Jet and MET energy resolution: new
   method improves Jet energy resolution by 20%.
- MET Significance: Improvements beyond DZero technique, 
  powerful technique to reject events with fake MET. Crucial
  for SUSY and new phenomena searches involving large MET. 
- Association of jets with vertices: key for precision measurements
  at LHC high luminosities. 
- Semileptonic b-jet energy scale corrections (with Columbia U. student)
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Summary of SLAC ATLAS Physics (II)
- Current physics analysis effort:

- MET+b-jets: 
Probe for SUSY, and verify Top quark cross section content.
Expect improvements from b-tag and mHT triggers and 

     new jet/met reconstruction techniques.
 

- Top to Tau: 
Inclusive search for new physics. 
Tau ID calibration.
Data quality and commissioning of tau id.

- bbA(bb): HLT b-tagging crucial.

- Generic SUSY searches: Model independent analysis based on
  measurements of masses and couplings. 
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Backup Slides
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Jet-Vertex Association Algorithm
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Energy Scale Corrections using Track 
Correlations: fraction of leading track pT

Next step is to implement a 2D (ftrk, f1trk) Response correction.
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Small Etmiss
Significance

Large Etmiss
Significance

Z JetsMulti− Jets

Missing ET Significance Examples
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Missing ET Significance Performance

MET significance likelihood ratio (L) peaks at 0 for multi-jet (QCD)
events and ~7 for events with real ETmiss.
DZero technique improved by SLAC using jet pT prior information
and Jet probability density functions. (20% more QCD rejection)
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In a di-jet event with a hard jet back-to-back to a soft jet, it is more likely 
that the hard jet is a positive fluctuation, due to the fact that the pT of true 
jets follows a falling spectrum) -> Do not assume a flat prior for pT(true)

Prior for 
true jet pT

Missing ET Significance Improvements

Idea proposed and implemented during 
the SLAC retreat. (Michael, Richard, Reiner)

The use of this prior allows to reject 20% more QCD background


